| CEO NEXUS CUP AWARD WINNER

Over 100 people were in attendance at the CEO Nexus
Forum on December 1, 2015 to witness Allen Finfrock, the
CEO of FINFROCK, graciously accept the CEO Nexus Cup.

(Pictured left to right) Bill Finfrock, Allen Finfrock, and Robert Finfrock

Allen Finfrock, CEO of FINFROCK
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FINFROCK, founded in 1945, is a vertically integrated design-build general contractor that employs more
than 300 people in the Central Florida region. They are a third-generation family run business and have
grown to be the largest provider of privately owned parking garages in all of Florida. They are a recognized
leader in the precast concrete industry and are known for their innovative design process and the
development of a disruptive technology for constructing mid-rise buildings.
Allen, son of founder Robert Finfrock, serves as CEO of the company. “Being a vertically integrated design-builder,
we are the only company that can act as architect, engineer, general contractor, and the largest subcontractor. By
consolidating these independent professions under one roof, FINFROCK acts as a single source of responsibility,
able to control the building delivery process with unparalleled quality and precision,” says Allen.
Allen continues to guide the company in reducing risks to clients by improving and revolutionizing their
building systems and methods.

ABOUT THE AWARD:
CEO Nexus, in collaboration with the Center for Advanced Entrepreneurship at Rollins College, Florida High
Tech Corridor Council and the University of Central Florida GrowFL Program, brings together leaders of
established growth-oriented businesses in a confidential setting to meet and learn from CEO peers who
have grown their companies into more advanced stages of business development. The CEO Nexus Cup is a
traveling trophy and member-recognition award, recognizing those companies that have achieved growth and
entrepreneurial success, in part due to their collaboration with CEO Nexus.
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